Effects of Solvent Crystallization in Swollen net-Poly(ethyl acrylate) α Relaxation Dynamics.
The polymer α relaxation process for net-PEA gels swollen with nonpolar p-xylene is studied by employing dielectric relaxation spectroscopy. The results present the in situ monitoring of the dielectric behavior of α relaxation process under p-xylene cold crystallization, isothermal crystallization as well as crystallization from quenching. For the partially crystallized systems, the results exhibit that the amount of p-xylene crystal phase has no remarkable effects on the time scale, being controlled mainly by the amount of the noncrystallized p-xylene (cpx= 0.11-0.15) gel phase. Surprisingly, the stretching exponent βKWW obtains higher values in the isothermal crystallization process as the p-xylene crystallization is in progress and the reorganization of p-xylene through diffusion to crystallites approaches thermodynamic equilibrium. This directly indicates that any α process broadening is originated not solely from the amount of p-xylene crystallites and the induced heterogeneities, but from the presence of remarkable concentration fluctuations close to respective effective glass transition temperature, enhanced for higher solvent contents as well. Finally, the results suggest that the existence of p-xylene crystallites decrease significantly the dielectric strength of α process. The effective medium theory is applied to check whether this recorded reduction originates from the induced spatial heterogeneities (p-xylene crystallites) or from the immobilization in parts of polymer configurations.